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1. Let πl denote the proportion of a population which belongs to classl . Let G(X) denote the
class label of a random element of the population, with random variable, sayX , such that
P (G = l) = πl , and letĜ(X | X = x) denote the predicted class of an observationx .

(a) Give an expression for the expected error rate with a brief justification.

If L(k, l) denotes the loss incurred by making decisionĜ = l when the true class is
G = k obtain an equivalent expression for the expected loss.

Verify that if all misclassifications are equally serious and if no cost is associated with
the correct classification, then the expected loss simplifies to the expected error rate.

(b) Show that the classification rule which minimizes the expected error rate is given by

arg max P (G(X) = l | X = x).

(c) Suppose there are two groups in whichπ1 = π2 = 1/2, L(1, 2) = 3L(2, 1) and that
the two groups have class conditional distributions given by

f1(x) =
1√
2π

exp
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}
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2
√

2π
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}
.

Derive the posterior probability that an observationX = x belongs to group 1 and
obtain Bayes’ rule to minimize the expected loss when the loss matrix has elements
L(1, 1) = L(2, 2) = 0, L(1, 2) = 1, L(2, 1) = 3.

2. (a) Given data(xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n in which xi ∈ Rp is a feature vector andYi ∈
{1, . . . , K} is a corresponding class label define thek -nearest neighbour classifier of
an observationx0 , and briefly indicate howk might be chosen in practice.

(b) Let pl(x) denote the probability that an observationX = x belongs to classl , and
suppose that, at a pointx , the true class isl∗ . Explain why the error rate of the 1-
nearest neighbour classifier, givenX = x , is approximately

K∑
l=1

pl(x) (1− pl(x)) .

Obtain an expression for the Bayes’ error.

(c) Prove that

K∑
l=1

pl(x) (1− pl(x)) ≤ 2 (1− pl∗(x))− K

K − 1
(1− pl∗(x))2

and explain why this is a useful result.

(d) Outline the 1-nearest neighbourcondensealgorithm andk -nearest neighbourmul-
tiedit algorithm and briefly explain how they work and when they could be used.
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3. (a) Describe the process that obtains a decision tree usingspecific-to-generalrules. Define
any terminology or notation that you use.

(b) Suppose that data are drawn from two populations with equal priors. The first has a
standard exponential distribution (f1(x) = e−x, for x ≥ 0, and 0 otherwise) and the
second has density

f2(x) =

{
e−(r−x) if −∞ < x ≤ r with r ≥ 0
0 otherwise

Consider the two trees shown below – the lower (left) branch is taken if the condition
is true.

x < r/2

x < 0
class 2

class 1

x < r
class 2

class 1

x < 0
class 2

x < r
x < r/2

class 1

class 2
class 1

(i) Plot the allocation regions, and work out the expected misclassification rate (in
terms of r ) for each tree. Determine the value ofr which maximizes this rate.
Show that the maximum error rate is1/4.

(ii) Given that r = 4, calculate the expected number of splits for each tree and state
which tree is therefore more computationally efficient.

(iii) Calculate the value ofr for which the two trees are equivalent in efficiency.

4. (a) Two measures which can be used as a splitting criterion for a decision tree are deviance,
and theχ2 test statistic.
Give formulae which can be used for calculating these quantities, and show that they
are approximately equal.
Obtain both of these measures for the following split:

Class
A B C

cond 1 50 10 0
cond 2 10 10 20

(b) (i) Define what is meant by pre-pruning and post-pruning of classification trees. What
are their advantages and disadvantages?

(ii) Quinlan’s pessimistic pruning method at a node estimatesp̂ (given α), the proba-
bility of misclassification at a node, using the relationship:

P (X ≤ n) =
n∑

r=0

(
N

r

)
p̂r(1− p̂)N−r = α

where there areN observations at the node, andn are misclassified.
Explain the reasoning behind this method.
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(iii) Using α = 0.25 determine whether the following split would be pruned using the
above method.

Class
A B C

cond 1 8 2 0
cond 2 0 0 2

5. (a) Given a set of points(xi, Yi), i = 1, . . . , n in which xi ∈ Rp andYi ∈ {−1, 1} denotes
the class label define what is meant by saying that the observations belonging to the two
classes arelinearly separable.

If we define the convex hull of the points belonging to classj = −1, 1 by

Hj = {x : x =
∑

i:Yi=j

αixi, for someα such thatαi ≥ 0,
∑

i:Yi=j

αi = 1}

then show that the convex hulls of class−1 and class1 do not intersect if and only if
the points are linearly separable.

(b) Given dataxi ∈ Rp and correspondingYi ∈ {1, . . . , K} for i = 1, . . . , n describe
fully a Radial basis function network, defining any notation you use.

State the parameters that need to be estimated, and give procedures for learning this
type of network.
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